
THE WOMEN’S WARDROBE
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The women’s 
wardrobe by ikatee

Comprising 22 sewing patterns, our wardrobe has been 
designed by women for women.

Our timeless models with their refined details will en-
able you to create fashionable outfits for every day and 
every occasion.

Available in two size ranges: 2-14 US sizes (34 to 46 
French sizes) , and the new 0-20 US sizes (32 to 52 French 
sizes), they suit all body shapes and styles. Resolutely 
bohemian or casual, they match all tastes and sewing 
levels.

Try out our patterns with style, quality fit and beautiful 
finishing!

https://ikatee.com/collections/women-sewing-patterns


Louise mum blouse

“My must-have, sewn 
over and over again.”
Clémence @louisette.en.goguette

https://ikatee.com/products/louise-mum-blouse-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/louise-mum-blouse-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Alex mum blouse

https://ikatee.com/products/alex-mum-blouse-or-dress-women-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Toronto dress

“The little dungaree dress I’ve always wanted 
to have, practical for everyday wear, easy to 
put on, with its buttons and pockets.”
Floriane @rafael_ruben_y_mama

https://ikatee.com/products/toronto-dress-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/toronto-dress-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Anna mum dress

https://ikatee.com/products/anna-mum-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Singapour trousers, Jasmin mum t-shirt

“These flowing pants are THE 
pants I loved to wear all summer, 
my secret weapon when I wanted 
to be a little chic.”
Céline @mpchoco

https://ikatee.com/products/singapour-trousers-and-shorts-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/singapour-trousers-and-shorts-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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https://ikatee.com/products/jasmin-mum-sweatshirt-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/jasmin-mum-sweatshirt-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern


Vic mum cardigan

https://ikatee.com/products/vic-mum-cardigan-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Sifnos dress

https://ikatee.com/products/sifnos-blouse-dress-or-skirt-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/sifnos-blouse-dress-or-skirt-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Rabat vest, Singapour shorts

https://ikatee.com/products/rabat-vest-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Vancouver sweatshirt, Seattle jegging

“I love its crop cut and oversized sleeves.”
Bérangère @bbtricot

https://ikatee.com/products/vancouver-sweatshirt-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/seattle-mum-legging-jegging-woman-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/vancouver-sweatshirt-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Singapour trousers, Lobelia t-shirt

https://ikatee.com/products/singapour-trousers-and-shorts-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/lobelia-tee-shirt-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Elona mum dress

https://ikatee.com/products/elona-mum-blouse-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Alex mum dress, Rabat vest

“I’d been wanting to make 
this Alex shirt dress for a 
while. This first experience 
with an ikatee pattern is a 
real crush!”
Perrine @auguste_et_septembre

https://ikatee.com/products/alex-mum-blouse-or-dress-women-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Sakura blouse

https://ikatee.com/products/sakura-blouse-dress-woman-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Anna mum dress
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Marieke mum jumpsuit

“My new favorite jumpsuit! 
It’s the sewing that can be 
worn with sneakers to work, 
or with heels for a night out.”
Charlotte @carlotta_piline

https://ikatee.com/products/marieke-mum-jumpsuit-playsuit-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Lyon overalls, Jasmin mum t-shirt

https://ikatee.com/products/lyon-overalls-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Rabat vest, Jasmin mum t-shirt, Lyon overalls

“As easy as any ikatee pattern, their 
Youtube video is enough to make 
the jacket with one hand tied behind 
your back (or almost).”
Bérangère @bbtricot

https://ikatee.com/products/rabat-vest-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
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Ida Mum
Blouse or dress (34-46)

Irma Mum
Cardigan or vest (34-46)

Jasmin Mum
Sweatshirt or dress (34-46)

Léna Mum
Blouse or dress (34-46)

Louise Mum
Blouse or dress (34-46)

Masha Mum
Sweater or cardigan 

Rabat
Vest (32-52)

Vic Mum
Cardigan (34-46)

Lobelia
T-shirt (32-52)

Sakura
Blouse or dress (32-52)

Vancouver
Sweatshirt (32-52)

Zanzibar
Top or dress (32-52)

Our patterns

Alex Mum
Blouse or dress (34-46) 

Anna Mum
Dress (34-46)

Belle Mum
Underwear (34-46)

Elona Mum
Blouse or dress (34-46)

Lyon
Overalls (32-52)

Marieke Mum
Jumpsuit, playsuit or dress (34-46)

Sifnos
Blouse or dress (32-52)

Toronto
Dress (32-52)

Seattle
Leggings / jegging (32-52)

Singapour
Trousers and shorts (32-52)

Eugène
Backpack and shoulder bag

Voyage
Vanity case and bag

https://ikatee.com/products/ida-mum-blouse-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/irma-mum-cardigan-light-vest-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/jasmin-mum-sweatshirt-dress-woman-34-46-pdf-sewing-pattern
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https://ikatee.com/products/singapour-trousers-and-shorts-women-32-52-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/eugene-backpack-pdf-sewing-pattern
https://ikatee.com/products/voyage-travel-bag-and-vanity-case-pdf-sewing-pattern
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